
SpriteIlluminator 
by L. Davenport 

SpriteIlluminator is a Normal Map Editor for dynamic lighting and special effects for Sprites (two-dimensional images that are integrated most 
often in 2D video games). A normal map modifies how light reflects off of a flat surface, giving the impression of 3D with depth and height. Once a 
normal map is created, you can move a light source around a sprite and the sprite will have areas of highlight and other areas cast in shadows. 

SpriteIlluminator user interface 
The SpriteIlluminator window has a Sprites Panel with the Display Modes on the left side. The Preview Panel is at the center and the Tools Side-

bar is on the right side (Figure 1). 
Importing is as simple as dragging a sprite/image onto the SpriteIlluminator window. It will immediately appear in the sprites Panel on the left and 

in the Preview window. 

Display Modes 
• Texture: this is the 

original unlit flat 
image, e.g. the 
dragon in Figure 
1 or the first im-
age of the coach 
in Figure 4. 

• Lit Surface: This 
shows you what 
the lit surface 
looks like in 
grayscale once 
you have added 
bevel ing and 
height to your 
image (first image 
in Figure 2 and 
2nd image in 
Figure 4). BTW: 
from now on 
the images of 
the dragon and 
coach are show-
ing the same 
things so I am only going to reference the Coach. 

• Lit Texture: This is similar to the Lit Surface except instead of greyscale, you see the original colors (Figure 4’s 3rd & 4th images).  
• Normal Map: This shows the height and lighting information in various shades of blue, green, and red (Figure 4’s 5th image).  

Global Light 
To help you see whether you are getting the look that you want, SpriteIlluminator provides a light source (in the shape of a dot) that you can move 

around the window. As with a real light, the light source will light up the closest side of the Sprit and cast shadows on the opposite side (Figure 4’s 
images 3 & 4). 

Effects tools 
• Bevel: This adds volume to the sprite’s shape taking it from flat to contoured. 
• Emboss: This adds height differences based on the luminosity of the sprite's colors. This is very handy if you want to add height to bricks in a brick 

wall (Figure 6). 

Figure 1. This is the SpriteIlluminator user interface that has the Sprites Panel with the Display Modes on the 
left side. The Preview Panel is at the center which is currently showing the original image (in the Texture 
mode). There are import/export options across the top and the Tools Sidebar on the right side.



Draw & Selection Tools 
• Height Brush: There are three differently shaped Height Brushes to 

choose from. These can be used to manually add height to specific 
areas of the sprite. I used this to make the dragon’s long fingers bulge 
so they would catch the light and cast shadows (Figure 2’s first im-
age). 

• Angle Brush: This lets you draw an angle directly on the height 
map. 

• Structure brush: This lets you add noise and structure on the surface 
using one or more of 22 provided patterns. These range from Bark, 
Chainmail, and Crosshatch to Furry, Reptile and Vegetal. You can 
even add your own patters if you don’t see one that suits your needs. 
BTW: I used one of the Bark patterns to paint a bumpy texture 
down the neck, back, and tail of the dragon (Figure 2’s 1st image). 

• Smoothen: This will smooth hard edges on the surface. 
• Erase Brush: This resets the normal map to the neutral position. 
• Magic Wand: This lets you create a selection based on the sprite's 

color. 
• Polygon Selection: This lets you create a selection by drawing a 

polygon over an area. 
BTW: Creating normal maps for sprites is not why I got SpriteIllu-

minator. I am not a creator of games. I create or modify 3D models (of 

Figure 4. I used the Bevel tool to give this coach image an initial bevel. I then used the Height brush tool to add more bulk his 
belly, chin, nose, shoes, and pants. Notice (when I changed the location of the light source) the shadows on the left side of his 
pants and body in the third image and on the underside of his belly and pants in the fourth image.

Figure 2. The 1st image on the left is the “Lit Surface” mode which shows the elevated strokes that I added to the flat image. 
The 2nd and 3rd images are showing the Lit Texture mode but with the light source (the dot) shinning on the image from two 
different angles (notice the light shinning on the left hindquarters in the 2nd image and on the head, neck, and shoulders in 
the 3rd image). The 4th image is the exported normal map.

Figure 3. This is the exported “Lit Sprite” PNG file that has the 
directional light and shadows baked into it. BTW: I put it on a 
dark background so you could see the lighting on the shoulders 
head, and neck better.



people, places, and things). This includes wanting to 
add my own PBR textures to walls, signs, etc. that 
would simulate the height and depth of the surfaces. I 
can use an art program to create the displacement, re-
flect, and gloss maps, but I had a hard time finding a 
program that would make normal maps - until now. 

Testing 
1. The very first thing I did when I got SpriteIllumina-

tor was to bring in an image of a brick wall. I used 
the tools to create a normal map and exported it. Af-
terward I brought the normal map and the original 
brick wall image into my 3D art program and applied 
them to a flat plane and then rendered it. The light 
bounced off of the elevated areas and shadows were 
cast in the grout areas. I was pleased with the results 
(Figure 6). 

2. My second attempt was trying to make raised black 
areas for a forklift crossing sign. I did this by importing 
a 2D image of the forklift sign into SpriteIlluminator, 
adjusted it a little and then I exported a normal map. 
I then created a flat plane in a 3D program and 

added the original image to the Base Color parameter setting, the normal map to the normal map parameter setting, and a B&W mask (that I 
created in an art program) to the Cutout Opacity parameter (to delete the solid area around the sign image). If you look closely at the larger ren-
dered image, you will see that all of the black areas have been raised, thus causing light to bounce off the edges and shadows to be cast below them 
(Figure 5). 

3 & 4. These were the dragon, coach tests. I won’t go into detail about them since they have already been covered in the review and their captions. 
If you are interested, I suggest that you check out this 25 second video of a game scene with normal mapped sprites and dynamic light effects 

applied to it using SpriteIlluminator. It shows a man walking with the light source rotating around him illuminating him and casing shadows on him 
and his surroundings. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation:  SpriteIlluminator is easy to use - as demonstrated by me being able to create my first normal map without reading the documentation 
and with only a couple of trial and error experimentations. If you are a creator of games, this is a good way to get your sprite normal maps. If you are 
a budding 3D artist, this is an inexpensive way to get your normal maps. The pros would probably want to use the more expensive Photoshops 3D 
tools to create the normal and other maps for their 3D models. 
Requires: macOS 10.10 up to macOS 11 (Big Sur) 
Company: CodeAndWeb 
Price: $39.99  20% discount to schools, colleges, and universities 
Available 7 day Trial Copy

Figure 5. I used the original Forklift sign image, the normal map image that Sprite-
Illuminator created, and a black & white cutout image to add raised beveled areas 
of the black in the sign. Notice the shadows and edges to some of the flat surfaces.

Figure 6. The original image is on the left. Center images: I used the Emboss effect to elevate the 
bricks from the grout. I then placed the light source at the upper left corner to see if I was getting 
shadows below the bricks. The right image shows the finished brick wall with shadows below 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpJaSnVysGc
https://www.codeandweb.com/spriteilluminator
https://www.codeandweb.com/spriteilluminator/download

